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Reviewer's report:

In general terms, the article presents a significant contribution when analyzing the perspective of women regarding a public policy and its possible impacts.

The study is descriptive; the bibliography used is adequate. However, the study is very close to accessibility studies. This difference should be justified. In particular, analyzes were presented on dimensions related to access, above those related to the meanings that women give to practices.

Regarding their contributions, the results presented would greatly benefit from a greater depth in the analysis.

The ethical components are correct.

Below I will present some specific comments along with suggestions to improve the work, with the honest expectation that they will enrich such an interesting work.

- The article makes the qualitative component appear as a residual element of the primary study. It is suggested that the justification of the strategy be extended and the qualitative object be hierarchized, not as a secondary and subordinate object, but with its intrinsic importance.

- "In Round One, 45% of women were 21 years old or younger and 55% were older than 21 years. In Round 2, 4% of women were 21 years old or younger and 96% were older than 21 years." How are these data linked to national ones?
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